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STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT DISCLOSURE
FOR THE PUBLIC
DEAC accredited institutions offer a broad array of instructional programs and student support services to meet varied educational and
professional goals of a highly diverse student population. Institutions determine appropriate performance criteria to measure the success of their
students in achieving their goals in the context of the institution’s specific mission and scope. You will find below (1) a summary of how this
institution measures student achievement in the context of the institution’s mission and educational programs, and (2) student achievement
metrics which the institution believes best reflect student and program performance. For more information about DEAC standards and
requirements, please visit www.deac.org.
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Summary of Institution Mission and Student Achievement
The mission of the University is to make a difference in people's lives through strengths-based education offered through on-line learning
experiences. Sarasota University (SU) is a higher learning institution created with a deep commitment to the academic and professional
success of their students. The University is purposefully organized as a private, not-for-profit university. The result is a modern university
incorporating contemporary practices in adult learning through the use of a variety of internet-based instructional tools and resources
enhanced by a focus on Positive Psychology, and Strengths-Based learning. The University measures its achievement, in part, through the
success of its students. A variety of indicators, both quantitative and qualitative are used to present of picture of the vitality of the University.
Among the indicators used are student retention rate, graduation rate and student satisfaction.

Aggregated Institutional Data on Student Achievement
University Retention Rates: These rates are determined on an annual basis from July 1 - June 30. The reported percentage is calculated by
dividing the number of students enrolled on June 30 by the number of students enrolled from July 1 - June 30 who did not graduate or
otherwise leave the University.
2016-2017: 92.31%

2017-2018: 89.47%

2018-2019: 91.67%

3 Yr Average (2016-2019): 91.15%

Completion/Graduation Rate by Program: These rates are determined by tracking the students who entered during an academic year and
completed the program within three years. The value reported represents the percentage of students who began the program during that
academic year and graduated within three years (e.g. entered in 2014 and graduated by 2017).
MAEd in Montessori Education:
2014 cohort: 83.3%
2015 cohort: 80.0%
2016 cohort: 100.0%
3 Yr Average: 87.8%
MA in Montessori Leadership:
2014-2015 cohort: 100.0% 2015-2016 cohort: 42.9% 2016-2017 cohort: 60.0%
3 Yr Average: 67.6%
2019 Student Satisfaction Survey results (all programs): Student Satisfaction is measured by an anonymous student survey at the end of
each course that students voluntarily submit through an external internet survey instrument. The results for the six terms in academic year
are aggregated to provide a composite score on each satisfaction category.
Did you achieved your learning goals?
Were you satisfied with your studies?

96.2% said 'Yes' Would recommend the institution to a friend?
92.4% said 'Yes'

88.1% said 'Yes'

